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Last Updated: September 6, References Approved. This article was co-authored by our trained
team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There
are 11 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article
has been viewed 1,, times. Learn more If your vehicle is drawing power from the battery and all
of the lights and other electrical components are off, you might have a parasitic battery drain or
draw. Luckily, you can usually find the cause of a parasitic draw yourself. Start by connecting a
digital multimeter to the negative battery terminal of your vehicle. Warning: Disconnect the
multimeter before you open the door to check the fuses under the dash. Disable the door switch
by clamping a piece of scrap wood over it so it remains depressed. Then, reconnect the
multimeter. If you need to find a parasitic battery drain, turn off all of the vehicle's electrical
components, engage the emergency brake, and remove the key from the ignition. Then, unbolt
the negative cable from the battery terminal with a wrench and attach a digital multimeter to the
negative battery cable and terminal. Once the multimeter is hooked up, locate the fuse box
under the hood and use a fuse puller to remove the fuses one at a time. After you pull a fuse,
check the multimeter to see if the reading changes. For tips on how to correct the problem once
you identify the parasitic draw, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to
people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in
Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username
or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of All rights reserved. This image
may not be used by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Unplug
all devices from your vehicle and make sure no electrical components are on. Engage the
emergency brake, turn your vehicle off, and remove the key from the ignition if you haven't
already. Then, close all of the doors and the trunk or back hatch so that none of the circuits are
activated. Charge your battery fully. In order to accurately detect the parasitic draw, you need to
begin with a fully-charged battery. You can check the power with a multimeter to ensure the
battery is fully charged. Remove the negative battery cable from the negative battery terminal.
Find the negative cable, which will be marked with a minus sign - and may have a black cover
over it. Remove the cover, if applicable, and use a wrench to unbolt the negative cable from the
terminal. Generally, a mm open-ended wrench is the tool you'll need to remove the cable. Set up
a digital multimeter. The multimeter has both a black wire and a red wire attached to it as well as
several different input slots. Connect the black wire to the "com" common ground input and
plug the red wire into the highest amp input usually 20A. Set the dial on the multimeter to
measure amps. Attach the multimeter to the negative battery cable and terminal. Place the red
lead through the metal circle at the end of the negative battery cable. Touch the black lead to
the negative battery terminal. Note that you have a parasitic draw if the reading is more than 50
milliamps. Part 2 of Pull out the fuses one at a time while watching the multimeter reading.
Locate the fuse box under the hood. Use a fuse puller to remove the fuses, starting with the
ones with the smallest amp ratings and working toward the ones with the highest amp ratings.
Stop when pulling a fuse makes the reading drop significantly. Removing a fuse may cause the
multimeter reading to drop a few milliamps, which is normal. You can also check the wiring
diagram for the particular circuit to help you narrow down the problem. Check each device or
component on that circuit. Replace the fuse and disconnect each lamp, heater, or electrical
device one at a time. Flip all of the switches that correspond to the components as well. Watch
for the reading on the multimeter to drop to find out which component is causing the drain.
Unplug the radio and see if the draw goes away. Repair the component causing the draw,
disconnect the multimeter, and reconnect the battery. If you can make the repair yourself, check
it by ensuring the reading on the multimeter is less than 50 milliamps. You may be able to
simply flip a switch into the "off" position to eliminate the draw, or you might be facing a more
complex problem, such as an issue with a wiring harness. Why is the ammeter connected
between the negative terminal and cable instead of the positive side? The ammeter can be
connected to either terminal with identical results with one exception: if you get against a metal
object while using a positive terminal, there is potential for a short circuit with a shower of
sparks. Use the negative terminal - that is safer. Not Helpful 9 Helpful If a new stereo was
installed and it wasn't done properly, can that drain the battery? Yes, if it was connected
straight to the battery rather than through the ignition. It should only draw a small amount for
the clock when the ignition is off. If you can use the radio with the ignition in the off position,
you have a problem. Not Helpful 6 Helpful Yes, it can. If checking for a drain, the alarm should

be the first thing to be disconnected to see if the drain stops. Not Helpful 16 Helpful I've pulled
every fuse from the box on my BMW and still got something draining my battery totally flat over
night? If I remove the negative on the battery over night the battery will hold it's charge. Are you
sure you checked every fuse? Most cars especially foreign and luxury cars have multiple fuse
boxes. Consult your owner's manual for locations. A Saab, for example, has a fuse box in the
engine compartment and under the dashboard inside the car. Not Helpful 35 Helpful Your car
computer, and possibly other components, will activate when the battery is connected. They
then go to sleep after a short time, just as they do when you turn off the ignition. A small spark
on the connection is normal. I have a Mercury Cougar XR7. I have a parasitic drain, and don't
have a multimeter. I used a test light to determine a short. I tried the fuse pull method, but it was
a bust. Any suggestions? Pull the negative off the battery. Put the test light between the post
and the ground wire. If the light illuminates, you have a draw. Use the fuse pull method to find
the draw; when the light goes out, you found the draw. Not Helpful 56 Helpful I have an 08 Ford
Ranger, bought a new battery a week ago. It worked just fine for a day or so, and battery dead
again. Took out multi meter field piece on the battery meter, set to DC auto, and I got Still won't
start! I jumped it with another car and it fires right up. Any ideas what is the problem? I'd try
checking your ground wire on your battery. Is it possible that a badly-worn ignition key can
cause a battery drain, e. Yes it can. Points inside the ignition lock housing can still be closing
the circuit, which in turn will leave current flowing, draining the battery. Not Helpful 26 Helpful I
have a Toyota mini-van with a Bruno scooter lift. If I don't drive the car, the battery dies. The
dealer has put in 4 new batteries so far. If I pull the fuse on the lift, the car works fine. What can I
do about this? Put a switch in between the circuit to completely kill the power. Then, when you
need to use the van, turn the switch on. Other than that, check your motor for the constant
draw. Not Helpful 2 Helpful In older vehicles running analog Onstar, the system will drain the
battery because it is constantly looking for a signal. Onstar no longer offers an analog signal,
only digital. Not Helpful 18 Helpful Unanswered Questions. What do you think would be draining
the battery on my Dodge Caravan? Can the HUM device cause my battery to keep going dead?
My X Type Jaguar is draining my battery overnight. I shut down the car and then put a test light
from the battery negative to the fuses. When I do this, about 8 fuses light up. What is causing
this? I have a parasitic draw on my Dodge Can having the fuel pump replaced cause this? I
couldn't start my battery, or jumpstart it, so I had to slow charge it. Would a second battery
help? Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using
this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Don't forget to check inside the
cigarette lighter and power sockets. Leaving a phone charger plugged in for a long time can
cause a parasitic draw. Also, sometimes coins can fall in the sockets and cause shorts. Helpful
2 Not Helpful 0. Anything over 50 milliamps would require further investigation into the exact
device which is drawing power. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 1. Exercise caution when working with
your car's electrical system. Protect your eyes and skin with goggles and gloves. Helpful 1 Not
Helpful 0. Connect the multimeter to the negative battery terminal, rather than the positive one,
to prevent electrical shorts. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 2. About This
Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: September 6, Categories: Car Batteries and
Ignitions. Article Summary X If you need to find a parasitic battery drain, turn off all of the
vehicle's electrical components, engage the emergency brake, and remove the key from the
ignition. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 1,, times. Reader Success
Stories J. Dochstader Oct 28, Hanz M. Sep 7, Graham Hadley Nov 24, Battery was only a year
old, but this confirmed the culprit was not any drain on the battery while the car was parked.
Also, the reminder about switching the plugs to 10A or 20A to keep from frying your multimeter
was much appreciated. Rated this article:. Jul 18, Followed directions and used volt meter on
DC amps to find 2. Pulled fuse and amps dropped to. Fault inside of radio. Fixed issue, all good
now! Anitra Disisto Jul 20, He said they were doing a draw test and it could take a while to
complete. Your article explained what a draw test was and why it is so time consuming. Linda
Hurst Mar 3, This was so insightful: it may be my alarm system, and leaving the car unlocked
may just keep me from another huge bill. William Carlson Apr 27, Mine is about mA, so
something's wrong somewhere. Also like the idea to check alternator for bad diode conducting
current. Monica S. Jul 25, Good detailed explanation for each step - perfect for someone with
very little car maintenance knowledge like me. Bookmarked this page! Mark Morta Mar 6, The
advice I received is excellent. Ojwando Kefa Ouma Jun 11, So simply relayed and explained that
a layperson would understand and replicate the directions without difficulty. Luis M. Step by
step illustrations. Easier than a long winded YouTube video. Set me on the right path to find my
draw. Yvette Battick Nov 6, Perfect grandmother not mechanically-inclined like myself. Thank
you. Frank Leighton May 27, I will now go and put it into practice. Thank you so much. Neil
Jaeger Apr 4, Thanks, you guys are pros. Vinod Babla Jul 24, Rudi Hedrich Jun 3, Best resource

I found. A very helpful article. Gerald Smith Sep 22, Everette Watts Jun 17, Joe Baker Mar 9,
Vinny Vladi Apr 14, Susan Rix Jun 21, Jim Kleyh Aug 17, Jul 5, More reader stories Hide reader
stories. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site,
you agree to our cookie policy. Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories.
Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our
privacy policy. Follow Us. Terrified of public speaking? Get GOOD at talking in front of people!
Take the Course. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Volkswagen Jetta
owners have reported 43 problems related to battery under the electrical system category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems reported for the Jetta. The
contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact was driving 10 mph when the power steering
malfunctioned and the brakes failed. The contact was unable to steer the vehicle and had to use
the emergency brake to stop. The battery warning light illuminated and the vehicle was towed to
the dealer for diagnostic testing. The diagnostic test did not locate a failure and the contact
drove the vehicle for twenty five miles before being able to duplicate the failure. The vehicle was
not repaired. The failure mileage was 5, See all problems of the Volkswagen Jetta. Traveling 30
mph. Battery light luminated and engine stalled. Pulled over and restarted engine and it started
fine battery light turned off. Took it to the dealer and they replaced a relay. One week later
driving on the freeway at 75mph engine stalled again in heavy traffic. Started right back. Drove
another 10 miles and it shut off again. Started up and drove it right to the dealer. This is very
dangerous. The check engine light is on now. The Jetta was issued a recall, and that repair was
done a month ago. The contact stated while driving 30 mph the battery lamp illuminated and the
vehicle stalled. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who was unable to duplicate the failure. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and offered to file a report. The failure and current
mileage was My wolfsburg Jetta just stalled on me last night. The esc lights came on and then
the battery light came on and then the engine died. I lost all power and coasted off to the side of
the road. I thought it was the battery but all my lights, radio, headlights worked. I tried to start it
but the red steering light came on too. Luckily this happened in a residential neighborhood
where I was able to safely get out of traffic. If this had happened on the freeway, a more serious
accident could have occurred. This car was bought new and has never given me any issues.
The car doesn't recognize that the door is open. The interior lighting does not come on and the
notification that the headlights remain on is not functional. This has left me with a dead battery
twice. Also, the car alarm rearms itself if the engine is not started within 30 seconds. I believe
this is a safety issue in that the lighting is not functional which is a security concern at night. No
precipitating events. While driving, engine cuts out followed immediately by battery light
coming on, have 30 seconds seconds to get off the road to avoid collision. Car does not restart.
Has happened 4x total so far, twice while driving 60mph on highway. Dealership has each time
replaced fried fuse to fuel pump relay. After the 3rd time they replaced the module that controls
the central electrical system I was told this module had been upgraded 9x by vw since my 07
vehicle. I do not have the old parts from them. Problems began 28,k now at 41,k. The brake light
stays on and will not turn off resulting in a dead battery and a very unsafe condition while
driving. I drove for a half a day without knowing the light was staying on. A couple of people
honked at me, but I did not know why. I also could not figure out why my cruise control did not
work. I figured out the brakelight switch was not working when I came out of home depot after
dark and I thought I left my lights on. It turned out it was the brakelight switch. I called a
volkswagon repair shop and they said there was a recall on it and I should not have to pay.
When I called Volkswagen dealer service to repair it, they denied any recall. I did a little search
on the internet and I now see they have a history of brakelight switch failures on Jettas and
beetles. They told me my vehicle is out of warranty also as it has 59, miles on it and it is a Jetta
tdi. I bought this car thinking it will go , miles with no problems and am saddened by this type of
treatment for a safety issue which they have a history of. I have driven many cars over , miles
without a brake switch failure. It seems Volkswagen does not know how to remedy the failures
on the mexican made vehicles on something as simple as a brake light switch which should be
designed for a near infinite life since it is a safety issue. It is not like a fan switch. I am probably
one of the first to see the failure as I have put on an unusually high amount of miles, but most of
them are highway miles. When I get it repaired, I can get the old part. I hope to get it repaired
tomorrow. Driving home from work. Has made two stops. On the way to my home my abs and
airbag lights came on, radio froze, then car shut off. Was advised fuse panel on the top of the
battery had melted. Mechanic found no reason for this to happen. No other issues. My vw Jetta
has been in the shop more in the past 6 months than in the last 5 years. The latest two problems
were; 1 the engine coil was replaced once by recall and 2 my fuse box on top of my battery

melted. Was told that only one engine coil was allowed under the recall, and was told the fuse
box melting was a common occurrence even though they did not ever find the "real" reason for
it to melt. Battery continues to drain over night. Changing batteries did not solve the problem.
Online forum points to radio draining the battery. Pulling fuse and resetting radio tends to stop
the process, but then it returns after a couple of days. After driving for 40 minutes in stop and
go traffic, I was sitting at a traffic light and the car shut off, the battery indicator light flashed for
a few seconds and went out. After about 2 minutes, the car started without any problems. I took
the car to the dealership and they couldn't find anything wrong with the battery. The contact
pulled off the road to call a tow truck. Before the contact could get the call made, the vehicle
caught on fire, and burned to the ground. The fire department extinguished the fire, and
determined the fire originated from under the hood. Prior to the incident, the contact detected a
faint smell of rubber burning. There were no problems with the vehicle prior to this incident. The
dealership was not notified, but the contact planned to notify them soon. The contact stated on
while driving on the highway the car died. Then it lurched forward, stopped and lurched forward
again. This was the fifth time the car has been at the dealers. The first time the check engine
light came on, and they replaced a fuel injector. The second time the abs light, the air bag light,
and the check engine light came on. They installed a full distributor rail. The third time the
engine overheated, and the air conditioner would not work. They replaced the battery and
cooling fans. The fourth time the check engine light came on again, and they replaced a valve.
This last time the dealer gave him a loaner car. They have not diagnosed the problem yet. The
dealer called on Friday to tell him they would not pay for the loaner car. While at 65 mph in left
lane engine and all electricity failed, unable to signal other motorist while I moved the car to
safety. There was no warning. Many problems with oakland dealer before this. After I was pulled
out of a parking spot, the doors clicked as if they were going to lock automatically as they
normally do at 10 mph. The click sounded funny, so I looked at the door locks and noticed that
they hadn't locked. Soon thereafter, the battery on the car stopped, which I noticed because I
couldn't accelerate and I couldn't turn the steering wheel. I started the car again, without a
problem. The airbag light went on and stayed on and I noticed that the lights in the back seat
over the doors stayed on though. I traveled to my next stop and the lights in the back seat went
out. I then started toward my next stop and had reached 25 mph when the side airbag in the
driver's seat exploded. I called the dealer to see if the car was safe to drive, they said it was. I
then started driving to the dealer when the battery cut out again; I could tell because I could not
steer and I could not accelerate. I pulled over to a safe spot and called for a tow truck. The car is
currently at the dealer so they can investigate if there was a malfunction. No, I'm not kidding,
that's what they said. Battery exploded while starting the engine. Hood damaged, battery acid
released. My brake light swich has been replaced 3 times on my Jetta tdi vw. Failure of this
switch causes brake light's to either stay on consistently or not turn on at all. Loss of turbo in
vehicle and can cause loss of power due to battery shut down. Brake lights turn on while car is
parked and remain on until battery drains. This occurred in a vw Jetta. Dealer insisted that
offending switch was only covered in vw beetle. Curiously switch was replaced by 1jod. The
anti-slip resistance light comes on, indicating it's not activated, while driving. Car jolts, which
means it does deceleration and sudden acceleration. The battery light comes on while in
reverse. Car totally dies when this happens, driver can do nothing except brake, it means not
steering at all. I own a volkwagen Jetta gl. The car battery exploded while in operation. I have
digital photos of the battery if requested. It didn't seem normal and so I figured I'd file a report.
The battery exploded as consumer tried to start the vehicle. Possible manufacturing defect.
After researching on line, I've determined that this may be a larger problem. Battery acid leaked
on reservoir causing reservoir to leak fluid, which could cause loss of steering. Dealer
contacted. Battery exploded while turning the ignition, dealer service rep mentioned that he had
seen several cases of the same problem. The battery in my 96 Jetta exploded as I turned the
key. There were no indications of a problem prior to the explosion. This is the second time this
has occured. Volkswagen has been extremely uncooperative about the situation and I have not
been able to contact their customer service dept because they aren't open on weekends or
labor day. After the first explosion about 1 year and 9 months ago , they did next to nothing to
assist me. Two days after the explosion, I got a "check engine" light and I have been unable to
determine the problem because they are closed. This is a very disturbing situation which has
been compounded by Volkswagen's unwillingness to take responsibility for their defective
products. Both batteries were purchased through and installed by vw dealerships at absurd
prices, I might add. They have assured me that it is not an electrical problem, but I find it
extremely unlikely that two batteries would explode in the same car for no particular reason. I
would appreciate any feedback you might have on this issue. Thank you. The original
Volkswagen battery exploded with loud bang when ignition key was turned to the "on" position,

but I had not started the car yet. Initially I thought, the starter or alternator had filed, since the
car would not start. Since it was a Friday evening, I left the car in the parking lot and getting it
towed to the dealer the following Monday. On Sunday, I noticed some thing dripping from the
engine compartment, on closer examination it was acid dripping from the battery. Both sides of
the battery had ripped open, with acid dripping to some of the electrical components and the
engine. I removed the battery from the engine compartment and put it in a wooden box to show
the same to the dealer the next day. After checking the engine functions and the charging
system, the dealer concluded there was nothing wrong with the charging system and some
undetermined factor caused the battery to explode. I called Volkswagen to inform them of the
situation and requesting them to pay for a replacement battery and other labor charges. They
refused saying the warranty on battery had run out. My point is, I would have had no problem if
the battery had just failed not exploded. This battery had never failed earlier and I have never
jump started this car. I strongly believe that it was a manufacturing defect and a safety concern
when battery expoldes. Volkswagen would not give a likely cause for the battery to explode or if
there were other complaints of similar incidents from the field. Passenger's window motor
stopped working, resulting in window falling down,. Dealer kept repairing problems. Consumer
contacted vw CO, and was told they would get back to her, but never did. Consumer felt vehicle
was a lemon. Please add additional information. On the first occasion we noted that battery acid
had overflowed and concacted the power steering reservoir, which is attached to the battery
tray. The reservoir was replaced, this worked for severa months. On the 2nd occurance, the
vehicle was moving. The fluid poured out of the reservoir in about 30 to 40 seconds. The service
manager then replaced the alternator regulator, battery tray and power steering reservoir. The
battery was also replaced two months after purchse, it is thought that the overcharge ruined the
battery. I did write a letter to Volkswagen America, describing the problem and remedy. They
replied that this had not happened before, thanks for the notice. If battery is overfilled or leaks
and drips onto the power steering reservoir the resevoir will fail. This failure is catastrophic in
nature and can cause the loss of power steering, vehicle control and extensive damage to the
power steering pump. The loss of fluid occured on my vehicle with only 9 months of service.
Fortunately the car was parked and the power steering pump was not impacted. The dealer
support at randy hiley Volkswagen in arlington texas was immediate and thorough. After
discussion, Volkswagen refunded all but the towing charges for this repair through randy hiley
Volkswagen in arlington, texas. On the model the part has been moved from underneath the
battery. Dealership service department personnel indicated that this was not the 1st time this
failure had to be repaired at their franchise. My concern is that this repair cured the immediate
symptom but what happens if acid contacts this component again during routine maintenance,
later life battery changeout etc. The part is still located beneath the battery. The material of
construction is unchanged. Can this part be replaced in a recall with a material that is better
suited for contact by acid?. While turning the key to start vehicle, battery exploded, causing
acid to go into engine compartment and dent the hood. Volkswagen replaced battery with
another Volkswagen battery. Also, sept, 1, , with 45, battery exploded again in the same manner.
Dealer claims nothing is wrong with the vehicle. Due to a faulty alternator and battery acid
spilling onto engine, power steering blew out. Dealer replaced a tube on the battery so the acid
can run through the tube and spill onto the ground. Dealer also mentioned that it was not the
orginal battery. But consumer never changed battery and bought the vehicle brand new. Please
provide further information. Car Problems. Battery problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 1. Battery
problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 2. Battery problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 3. Battery problem
of the Volkswagen Jetta 4. Battery problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 5. Battery problem of the
Volkswagen Jetta 6. Battery problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 7. Battery problem of the
Volkswagen Jetta 8. Battery problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 9. Battery problem of the
Volkswagen Jetta Electrical System problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems. Horn Assembly
problems. Ignition problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Switch problems. Ignition Module
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above
shows you how to replace the battery in your Volkswagen Jetta. We recommend changing the
battery in Volkswagens every 4 years. Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries
begin breaking down chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights
and other negative effects before you have a dead battery in your Jetta that you need to replace.
Replacing the battery in your Jetta involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the
terminals, your radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Jettas, you may need to
re-enter a security code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners
manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call
Volkswagen and they will give you the code for free. In many Volkswagens, the transmission
"learns" how you drive over time and makes adjustments, so you may experience altered

driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving style after changing the battery. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Properly
inflated tires is the easiest way to improve fuel economy. The right tire pressure is NOT on the
side of your tire btw. A check engine light can be cleared with a simple fix or it could be a major
problem - find out now! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add air to your tires. Learn how to jack
up your car. A few key tips will make jacking up your car much safer. Checking the windshield
washer fluid. There's no reason to check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how
to do it here! Do not ignore this! See all videos for the Volkswagen Jetta. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything Forums New posts Search forums.
Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. System reset after battery
replacement. Thread starter peani Start date Jan 10, I need to replace the battery on my I
thought you just had to worry about the radio and the automatic window feature, as stated in
the manual. Any info on the subject? What should I watch out for? Is it really all that
complicated or risky? HowardZ Top Post Dawg. Joined Oct 5, Location m. From what I've read
in the Bentley CD all you need is the radio code. Once I purposely disconnected my battery for
24 hours, and I didn't even need to use the radio code. Turbo Steve Top Post Dawg. Joined Jan
11, Location. I agree! For a short-term battery replacement, no recoding should be necessary,
but IF the ECU wants the Readiness Code reset for some reason, it's no big deal and all you
need to do is drive your TDI. I had an experience last year when I went in for an alignment and
left with a new battery and the car being taken to the dealer for resetting of the codes
fortunately the alignment shop paid the dealer. By getting one of these things you can change
the battery yourself. VW Vet Veteran Member. It was disconnected for 3 weeks at the body shop
and the EGR readiness codes needed resetting. This was done by performing a voodoo driving
regimen as described in the Bentley manual. All was back to normal after that. It's all in the
bentley. First thing you do after reconnecting the battery is make sure it starts and everything
seems ok, shut the engine off and remove the key. Get in car, close door, insert key and turn to
the "run" position, but do not start engine. Hold accelerator to floor for at least 5 seconds,
release pedal and turn off ignition switch. From outside the car, close all doors, insert key in
driver's door, turn to right to roll down all the windows. Remove key. Insert key into driver's
door lock, Turn to the left to roll up all the windows, remove key. Recode radio if necessary it
will often come on after a couple of starts by itself in the newer cars. Drive the car on a hard run
a few times with the pedal to the floor in 3rd for at least 5 seconds to set the readiness code.
That's about it. There's some kind of adaptation setup for the auto-transmission, but I don't
have one so I don't know for sure the process. Readiness code is how the engine tells a smog
checker computer that everything in the engine is working correctly with regard to smog
controls. RevM Well-known member. David [ April 29, , Message edited by: RevM ]. You must log
in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Forums New posts Search forums.
Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter jkarwow Start date
Sep 25, Joined Sep 20, I have an early model A4 Golf TD While shopping for a new battery I am
getting different group sizes from different stores. What is the correct answer? I had it written
down somewhere but can't find it anymore. I tried to be real careful the first time I had to change
the battery to find the exact form factor and couldn't. I heard good things about Optima, but I've
been using Walmart whatever the brand they are selling EverStart? A tdi with its beefy starter
needs something more substantial to last longer. Oh, I have a I dunno Almost 3" longer than the
Exide Orbital that replaced it. The only beef I have is having to check the water levels once in
awhile, but properly maintained, there should be no reason to get no less than 5 years service
out of these batteries. I went with the gel cell for my own reasons I needed to free up some

space inside the battery box for some other stuff The Exide dropped in with virtually no fitment
issues whatsoever. For Optima.. TDI Jetta 5 sp. DO yearly maint on the Batt herm has a great
sched for this. Still waiting for mine to die. I like maint. Of course now that I posted this I'm sure
it will leave my wife stranded at the worst possible time. I would highly recommend the battery
from the Passat TDI. Its slightly shorter but actually has more CCAs and is easy to find. Douglas
is one of the primary OE suppliers for the Euro mfrs. The OE in my ' In 'Dorf's pic. In the
Douglas PR shot it looks like maybe removable caps. Perhaps Batteries Plus specs. Maybe time
to call Douglas and find out. I suspect they could be pried out with a screwdriver. The 48R will
fit as well, but has reduced CCA and much less reserve capacity. Optima are great batteries, but
in my area are hard to find and expensive for the right size replacement. Canadian tire carries
the Spiral cell Which looks alot like my Red Top. I'm going preemptively replace my battery with
an Optima Red Top I work for Johnson Controls which owns Optima, Interstate, and prolly a few
others. Just had to rub it in a little. Tell the company you have a big family and all the cars need
new batteries for the winter. Let me know how much shipping will be to Are we looking at the
same batteries? Consumer Reports November, has an article on car betteries, altho they didn't
test the Group 94R. The different manufacturers' ratings life test, reserve capacity, and CCA
vary with the size and type. My I have been keeping the electrolyte filled each year. I had it
checked at batteries plus and it tested cca, although marked CCA. They don't have the battery
pictured above, at this location, and told me to keep driving until it quits. Joined May 4, Location
St. The same issue of CR see above post also has a favorable review of the Passat 2. Check it
out at the end of the "Family Cars with Zoom" article. You must log in or register to reply here.
This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. I turn my key over but I do not get anything. The key turns but I
have nothing happening, yet the lights all work. Check battery voltage, should be Clean the
battery terminals, check the battery cables for corrosion and make sure they're tight. If
everything looks ok, check to see if you're getting voltage to starter solenoid small terminal.
Elizabeth answered 2 years ago. Guru1NKV3 answered about a year ago. I have a Volkswagen
Jetta manual 5 speed 2. I can still push crank it. But just wont crank. This morning, I put the key
in the car, power is on radio works, etc After turning the key, all the po
toyota camry forums
vr3 subwoofer
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wer including dash goes out, there is and no clicking. Battery checks fine. Any sugg My 2. The
battery is brand new, there is gas and oil in it and it won't turn over. I was able to put the car in
neutral and it cranked up. I drove it around and let it r I am thinking it is When i turn the key
there is nothing, besides the lights,it doesn't turn over. I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Volkswagen Jetta question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Volkswagen Jetta Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale.

